Goal and scope_
This Canvas is intended to facilitate collaboration between partners and to articulate clear project
goals, as first steps in an innovation process. It supplements other Canvases, e.g., for Business Model
Generation and Value Proposition Design.

OPEN INNOVATION
PROJECT CANVAS

IDEA

A

F

ROLES OR PARTNERS
Role

What is the opportunity? The idea? How will it create
value? For whom?

Bring
Get

Overall vision or motivation to do this?
Any longer term goals?
Role
Bring

B

MARKET /

C

D

VALUE PROPOSITION

E

COLLABORATION

Get

(E. g. consortium, public-private partnership, network)

DEMAND SIDE
A new product, service, process?

What makes them
happy ('gains')?

How does it create 'gains'?

How does it solve 'pains'?

Which types
of customers,
users or others?
What 'jobs' do
they need to do?

INNOVATION
PROJECT RESULTS
(practical, short
term)
E. g. prototype and
implementation at
launching customer

Role
Bring

Key activities
needed to archive
results?

Get

Which partners
are needed?
Any current products or services?

Bring
Get

Key resources
needed to archieve
results?

How is this better than current
ones? Unique or key elements?

What causes
them problems
('pains')?

Role

Role

Benefits for health and wellbeing?

Bring
Get

Benefits for green business?
Identify key customers. Also identify relevant users or other
stakeholders, e.g., intermediaries. You may need different value
propositions for different groups of customers.

G

Questions about the demand side that
you need to find out (a.s.a.p.), e.g.,
willingnesss to pay, market segments
and sizes.

Conduct market research

Involve different partners from the entire value chain. Some
partners are critical. Others can be at a distance. Maybe you
need different partners in different phases.

H

Ideas for marketing and sales (after
the project)? E.g., build customer
relationships, distribution channels,
intermediaries, etc.

I

Who wants to use the project’s results?
This organization needs to be in the
consortium. E.g., as first customer, or
owner of the patent.

J

Idees for creating a profitable company
(after the project)? E.g. business model,
manufacturing, operations, sales, etc.

Do Business Model Generation
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